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Read Me

Strike Plug-in

Dear Digidesign Customer,

Welcome to Digidesign’s Strike plug-in for Pro Tools. Strike is an RTAS plug-in instrument that can be used to add realistic 
drum tracks to any Pro Tools session. Using proprietary technology, Strike goes beyond the boundaries of conventional MIDI 
and sampling when it comes to computer-based playing, arranging, and mixing of drums. All Pro Tools users creating music 
at home or in professional environments, including songwriters, TV/Film composers, DJs, electronic music producers, and 
other creative users will benefit from this unique virtual instrument.

Thanks to input from our network of thousands of professionals and people like you, we’ve been improving and expanding 
our software product family. Our aim is to supply a rich feature set, maximum flexibility, and more power. We hope this prod-
uct serves you well.

Strike requires Pro Tools 7.0 or higher—Strike is compatible with all Pro Tools systems running Pro Tools 7.x software and 
higher.

Installation and Operation—For software installation and operating instructions, refer to the Strike Plug-in Guide included on 
this disc. For additional information about plug-ins and their operation, refer to your DigiRack Plug-ins Guide.
For information on Pro Tools, refer to Pro Tools Reference Guide.

Copy Protection—The Strike plug-in is copy-protected and needs to be authorized. Refer to the Strike Plug-in Guide.

On-Going Development—Naturally, on-going software development for all Digidesign products continues in high gear. We 
are already working on new features, so the software will be getting even better. In other words, we’ll be there for you down 
the road, with new enhancements and improvements, to further increase your range of options. At Digidesign, your ideas for 
future improvements and products are of vital importance to us. Please e-mail your comments or suggestions to 
plug-prod@digidesign.com or send a letter to the Plug-in Products Manager at our headquarters in Daly City, California.

On behalf of everyone at Digidesign, we wish you many years of creative productivity with your system, and we thank you 
again for choosing our products.

The third page of the Read Me documents known issues with the Digidesign Strike plug-in for Pro Tools software.
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Optimizing Strike’s Performance for Your Pro Tools System
Strike is a complex and powerful virtual instrument, yet it is efficient on CPU and highly optimized for Pro Tools. Strike can 
be set up to run flawlessly on older computers, but its performance options can also be set to make full use of high-end sys-
tems. To ensure you get optimum performance on your system, Strike intelligently balances its CPU demand according to 
your system capabilities. If you run into any of the following problems, please adapt the performance settings of your system. 

• Dropouts or glitches

• Pro Tools system load peaks

• Slow response to mouse, key, or MIDI input

• Slow user interface redraws

You can assist Strike in keeping its CPU load balanced on your system by setting optimal values in the following order of pri-
ority. (Vice versa, if you have a very powerful system, you can of course improve Strike’s sound quality and musical perfor-
mance by increasing the default values.)

• Increase the buffer size of your Digidesign or M-Audio hardware. To do so, go to the Pro Tools Setup menu, open “Playback 
engine” and set the buffer size. The higher the buffer size, the less CPU load. Usually “256” will work well with all current 
systems.

• On Strike’s Configuration page, lower the number of voices. The default value of 14 voices is the best compromise between 
good musical performance and reasonable CPU load, but especially at low buffer sizes you may need to reduce the voice 
count to 10 voices or less, which usually does not affect the drum performance except when a lot of long cymbal events 
(Ride, Crash) get played at a time.

• If you use a dual or quad processor computer, try setting the number of RTAS processors in the Pro Tools Playback Engine 
dialog to “1”. This may improve the system’s performance with virtual instruments..

• In Strike’s mixer, switch off any insert effects that are not vital to your mix, or replace them by more economical ones. For 
example, Dynamics III is a high-end dynamics processor which is just perfect to round off your master mix, but it may not 
be required on every single instrument channel, so use the Eco Compressor instead.

For each voice played, Strike actually plays between four and seven channels of audio (direct microphones, overheads, room). 
This means at only 10 voices Strike plays back between 50 and 70 mono audio channels internally. A voice allocation algo-
rithm makes sure that Strike performs smoothly within the allowed voice limit. If the voice limit is set too high, this algorithm 
can not prevent CPU overload.

Buffer size and voice count relate to each other. Higher buffer sizes allow for higher voice counts and vice versa. Experiment to 
find the optimum balance between latency and voice count for your system.

Since Strike uses the hard disk only for loading or saving files, Strike’s real-time performance is not affected by the hard drive 
(unlike instruments that apply disk streaming).
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Known Issues
The following sections document known issues you may encounter in using Strike with Pro Tools, along with workarounds 
if they exist.

Long Installation Time. (Issue #79638)

Installing Strike can take some time and the progress bar may appear frozen, please be patient.

While Opening a Session, the Strike Plug-in Window Is Not Redrawn and Remains Grey while Data Is Being Loaded. 
(Issue #79634)

If the user interface does not appear when loading has completed, close and re-open the plug-in window.

On Some Systems, and in Sessions Containing Meter Changes, Strike May Not Synchronize Correctly to Pro Tools Bars and 
Beats. (Issue #79635)

If you have problems with Strike playing out of sync, make sure Pro Tools is set to Grid mode and playback is started from the 
beginning of a bar. Inserting a meter change in the Pro Tools timeline and playing across it will also reset the bar reference 
position used by Strike. Alternatively, switch off Beat Sync in the Strike Configuration window to make Strike playback start 
when a MIDI note is received, ignoring Pro Tools bars and beats.

The Compare Button May Remain Lit after Saving the Plug-in Settings. (Issue #79636)

This happens because for convenience some parameters work on a per-session basis and do not change when loading a plug-
in settings file. The affected parameters are Latch, Speed, and audio output selections on the Mix page. Pro Tools sees these 
parameters are different to those in the settings file, and lights the Compare button. However, pressing the compare button 
will still work as expected, reverting to the previously saved or loaded settings.

On Mac OS X, Running the Strike Installer a Second Time May Give an Error Message. (Issue #79637)

If you are presented with an error message “You cannot continue. There is nothing to install.” then delete the Strike.pkg file 
from the /Users/[Username]/Library/Receipts folder and restart the installer.

Using Strike in Pro Tools Sessions at 192kHz May Cause Audio Dropouts. (Issue #79976)

Ensure you have installed the latest Pro Tools release, and you have selected an appropriate buffer size for your system in the 
Pro Tools Playback Engine settings.

Not All Settings in the Browser Are Listed Alphabetically. (Issue #79905)

Settings in the Browser are sorted alphabetically in two groups: Acoustic (first) and Electronic (at the end of the list).

On Mac OS X (Power PC) Clicking Preview Buttons in the Browser Does Not Mute Strike Playback. (Issue #79873)

On Power PC systems, stop Strike playback before listening to previews.

Automating the Complexity Control Only Moves The Yellow Bar below the Intensity Handle and Not the Handle itself. (Issue 
#79779)

The Intensity control consist of two parts. The handle sets the maximum Intensity and is adjusted using the mouse. The cur-
rent Intensity is adjusted using the Modwheel and displayed by the yellow Intensity bar.


